
Greetings from the PCP for the clear message
of the Anti-imperialist Alliance in the

resistance against G20∗

Communist Party of Peru

July 2017

We have seen the message in the publication of the Anti-imperialist Al-
liance that has carried out such a magnificent resistance against the meeting
of the imperialists and their lackeys of the G20, this cohesion, strengthens
and at the same time impels the work and the masses are ready, waiting for
the PCP to ADVANCE AND OVERCOME THE BEND, to concrete the
RGP (General Reorganization of the Party) AND WE HAVE LAID THOSE
FOUNDATIONS FOR THAT PURPOSE.

We ask you to send our recognition to the members of the Anti-imperialist
Alliance for their clear message and, likewise, to all the masses who have
fought together with them and have given us this great triumph for the inter-
national proletariat and the peoples of the world, dealing a resounding blow
to the imperialists and their lackeys. Their message has reached the prole-
tariat and the people of Peru, we have felt very close their encouragement in
struggle and with your shouts of combat: REBELLION IS JUSTIFIED! We
ask to publish this short, but significant, greeting from our part attaching
the message itself and the photos that follow.

As part of the resistance to the G-20 meeting in Hamburg, the Anti-
Imperialist Alliance of different organizations was formed. The declared aim
of the Alliance was: “In the midst of the various forms of resistance we will
fight to send a clear internationalist and revolutionary message to the fighters
worldwide against imperialism: We are together with you, your struggle is
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ours! we send this message, among others to the poor peasants in Brazil who
give their lives to deploy a great revolution; we send this message to all those
who fight in Kurdistan, Syria and Iraq against imperialist aggression; we send
this message to the comrades who give their lives in the people’s war in Peru,
Turkey, India and the Philippines to carry the revolution to the end; we send
this message to all those who against the genocide and draconian repression
of the Erdogan regime in Turkey hold high the banner of resistance; we send
this message to all those who everywhere in the dungeons of reaction hold the
flags of rebellion; we send this message to the communists and revolutionaries
who despite their differences fight together in the imperialist countries in spite
of everything to smash the imperialist beast.”
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